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Exercise 1 Setting up DUNE (practical exercise)

The goal of this exercise is to set up your DUNE installation and to get familiar with the framework’s
fundamental structure.

Downloading DUNE We will download the DUNE using a shell script. Download the script in-
staller.sh from
https://parcomp-git.iwr.uni-heidelberg.de/peter/dune-installer/-/tree/master/npde-2.8.0

Download the script to the place where you want to place the folder with DUNE modules. Open the
terminal, move to the directory containing the script, and execute it using the command

./installer.sh dune

This will create a directory named dune and download all the software components required for this
lecture. You could pass a different directory name to installer.sh. This may be particularly useful if
you would like to maintain multiple independent installations of DUNE.

DUNE requires several external tools to function properly (compilers, CMake, linear algebra li-
braries,...). If any of those are missing, error messages will point them out.

Compiling DUNE Once the downloads have finished, navigate to the newly created directory dune.
Inside, you find several DUNE modules and a script named buildmodules.sh. In order to compile
DUNE, execute the following command:

./buildmodules.sh

This process may take a few minutes. While the console output rushes by, stare at the terminal and
pretend to be Neo from the movie The Matrix. In case you manage to enter The Matrix, please defeat
the evil machines and save mankind. Otherwise, please proceed with the exercise.

The structure of DUNE DUNE is organized in various modules providing different functionalities.
For example, dune-istl provides various preconditioners and solvers for linear systems of equations,
while dune-grid provides grid implementations that we will use for discretizing domains.

In fact, each project using DUNE is itself a DUNE module. During this lecture, you will work on the
exercises in the module dune-npde.† Navigate to its directory (dune/dune-npde). Inside, you find a file
named dune.module. This file defines the properties of our module.

Open it and look for a line starting with Depends. As you can see, in addition to the aforementioned
modules, dune-npde also depends on the DUNE module dune-pdelab. This module provides meth-
ods for discretizing partial differential equations, and we will use many of its components in later
exercises.

Further, the module dune-npde contains a directory uebungen, which contains the source codes you
will be working on during the practical exercises.

†The actual module name is dune-npde-student-ws-2021, but we will shorten it for convenience.

https://parcomp-git.iwr.uni-heidelberg.de/peter/dune-installer/-/tree/master/npde-2.8.0


How to hack As mentioned above, you find the relevant source codes in the uebungen directory.
The compiled programs, however, are generated by the build script in an entirely separate directory
tree. This separation ensures that your sources remain clean and unaffected by the build process.

You can find the build directory (named release-build) in your dune directory. Inside, you find a di-
rectory structure resembling that of your DUNE sources. Only, instead of the source code, you find
the compiled binaries ready to run. For example, you can navigate to the dune/release-build/dune-
npde/uebungen/uebung01 directory and run the binary uebung01.

Whenever you make changes to your source code and want to test the result, you need to recompile
before running it. The lazy, but somewhat slower way is to simply run the build script from above
again. However, if you only make changes to a specific source directory, e.g. dune-npde/uebungen/uebung01,
it is usually enough to run make in the associated build directory. The latter is faster, as it does not
check all other modules for changes.

Doing stuff on your own Finally it is worth noting that the two scripts we used above are de-
signed to easily set up everything exactly according to the requirements of this lecture. Later, when
working on DUNE on your own, you can create your own DUNE modules using the tool dune-
common/bin/duneproject and compile arbitrary DUNE modules using dune-common/bin/dunecontrol.
More details on this can be found on dune-project.org.

Day for Practicals Right now the practicals take place on Tuesday 14-16 h. Available times are also
Monday 11-13, and Monday 16-18. Submit your preference as a solution to this exercise. Simpler is
better, give each option score from 1 (never), 2 (bad), 3 (not good but works), 4 (good), or 5 (good and
preferred).

Since 1.11. is holiday, we will have practicals on 2.11. regardless of the results.
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